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Single-cell RNA datasets and
bulk RNA datasets analysis
demonstrated C1Q+ tumor-
associated macrophage as a
major and antitumor immune
cell population in osteosarcoma

Jihao Tu †, Duo Wang †, XiaoTian Zheng and Bin Liu*

Department of Hand and Foot Surgery, The First Hospital of Jilin University, Changchun, Jilin, China
Background: Osteosarcoma is the most frequent primary bone tumor with a poor

prognosis. Immune infiltration proved to have a strong impact on prognosis. We

analyzed single-cell datasets and bulk datasets to confirm the main immune cell

populations and their properties in osteosarcoma.

Methods: The examples in bulk datasets GSE21257 and GSE32981 from the Gene

Expression Omnibus database were divided into two immune infiltration level

groups, and 34 differentially expressed genes were spotted. Then, we located these

genes among nine major cell clusters and their subclusters identified from 99,668

individual cells in single-cell dataset GSE152048 including 11 osteosarcoma

patients. Especially, the markers of all kinds of myeloid cells identified in single-

cell dataset GSE152048 were set to gene ontology enrichment. We clustered the

osteosarcoma samples in the TARGET-OS from the Therapeutically Applicable

Research to Generate Effective Treatments dataset into two groups by complete

component 1q positive macrophage markers and compared their survival.

Results: Compared with the low-immune infiltrated group, the high-immune

infiltrated group showed a better prognosis. Almost all the 34 differentially

expressed genes expressed higher or exclusively among myeloid cells. A group

of complete component 1q-positivemacrophages was identified from themyeloid

cells. In the bulk dataset TARGET-OS, these markers and the infiltration of

complete component 1q-positive macrophages related to longer survival.

Conclusions: Complete component 1q-positive tumor-associated macrophages

were the major immune cell population in osteosarcoma, which contributed to a

better prognosis.

KEYWORDS

tumor-associated macrophages, osteosarcoma, immune infiltration, biomarker, single-
cell sequencing technology
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1 Introduction

Osteosarcoma (OS) represents the most frequent and primary

bone sarcoma, which primarily affects children, adolescents, and

young adults (1). The standard therapy for OS, comprising surgery

and chemotherapy, was established in the 1980s and resulted in long-

term survival in >60% of patients presenting with localized disease

(2); however, limited therapeutic progress has been made since

that time.

Infiltrating immune and stromal cells are essential for OS

progression (1). The immune infiltration level was considered an

important factor in response to immunotherapy and prognosis.

Analyses of the tumor microenvironment (TME) of OS

consistently demonstrate an immune cell infiltration consisting

of both macrophages and T cells (1, 3, 4). Primary OS is

demonstrated as “immune deserts,” devoid of T cells and NK

cells (5, 6). Instead, myeloid cells were observed in large quantities

(7). In the OS microenvironment, tumor-associated macrophages

(TAMs) play a critical role in immunoreaction (8). However,

among contradictory conclusions, it is still not clear if these

myeloid cells or the TAMs contribute to tumor growth or

tumor limitation.

In the analysis of the public dataset GSE150248, we found that

TAMs were an essential population in the TME of OS. Generally,

macrophages are considered as a plastic cell type because they can be

polarized into different phenotypes. M1-type macrophages (M1) and

M2-type macrophages (M2) are two major kinds of them. M1 can be

induced by pathogen‐associated patterns such as lipopolysaccharides

and interferon‐g. M1 highly expresses interleukin 6 (IL‐6), IL‐1b, and
tumor necrosis factor, which facilitate a proinflammatory response.

M2 can be induced by IL‐4 and IL‐13, which turn on the expression of

anti‐inflammatory cytokines, such as IL‐10 and ARG1. These are

considered immune suppression and pro-tumor signals (9).

Reprograming M2-like TAMs to M1-like TAMs exerts a synergistic

effect in radiotherapy and overcoming chemoresistance in breast

cancer (10–12). Macrophages can also be divided by where they

were produced. TAMs are proved to be of dichotomous origin, from

in situ proliferation marked by FOLR2 and the differentiation of

circulating monocytes marked by TREM2 (13–15). It is reported that

the M1 or M2 paradigm is an oversimplification, Tissue-resident

macrophages are far more complex cells with a full range of identities

and activation states (16). In human breast cancer, tissue-resident

FOLR2+ macrophages instead of M1 or M2 are proved to associate

with CD8+ T-cell infiltration and better prognosis (17).

Complete component 1q (C1Q), one of the three first components

of the classical pathway, modulates both inflammation and repair

progress (18). C1Q is a marker of a particular subpopulation of tissue-

resident macrophages and TAMs, which often expresses CD206,

HLA-DR, SEPP1, FOLR2, and APOE (19). In cancer, C1Q is usually

regarded as a cancer-promoting factor (15, 20). In the classical

pathway, C1Q generates the C5a production, which was proved as

an immunosuppression and angiogenesis factor in cancer progression

(21–23). C1Q can function as a pattern recognition receptor to

apoptotic cells and extracellular vesicles before a non-inflammatory

clearance by macrophages. In this case, macrophages produce M2

markers such as IL-10 and TGFb (24).
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Here, we explored the immune-related genes of OS. Especially, we

mapped these genes among all the cell populations through a

combination of bulk-sequencing and single-cell sequencing

technology. We found that C1Q+ TAMs are the main immune cells

in the OS TME. In detail, C1Q is an obvious immune-related gene

expressed exclusively by myeloid cells. Moreover, this research found

that C1Q, different from its pro-tumor characteristic in other cancers

(15), seems to be an antitumor factor in OS. C1Q+ TAMs promote

CD8+ T-cell dysfunction and tumor growth in the Lewis lung

carcinoma mouse model (25). However, we noticed that C1Q+

TAMs act as an antitumor cell population in OS.
2 Materials and methods

2.1 Datasets for analysis and derivation of
the gene list

Clinical and transcriptome data of OS patients were downloaded

from the Therapeutically Applicable Research to Generate Effective

Treatments (TARGET) database (https://ocg.cancer.gov/programs/

target) and the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database (https://

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/). Dataset TARGET-OS contains 88

samples with both complete survival information and expression

profiles. Dataset GSE21257 contains 53 OS samples with survival

information and expression profiles. Dataset GSE32981 contains 23

samples with only expression profiles. Specific clinical information of

88 samples in the TARGET database and 53 samples in the GSE21257

dataset is separately listed in Supplementary Tables S7, S8. Dataset

GSE152048, a single-cell dataset, contains tumor samples from 11 OS

patients (five men and six women, 11–38 years old). There are eight

osteoblastic OS lesions, including six primary, one recurrent, and one

lung metastatic lesions, and three chondroblastic OS lesions including

one primary, one recurrent, and one lung metastasis site. The

workflow of this research is provided in Figure 1.
2.2 Samples clustered into high- and low-
immune infiltrated groups and their immune
cell scores evaluated

The samples in datasets GSE21257 and GSE32981 were clustered

into high- and low-immune infiltrated groups by R. We used

identified immune metagenes (26) and function hclust(x, method =

“complete”) and cutree(x, k = 2) to divide the samples into two

groups. Then, the overall survival was compared between two groups

by the R package survival (https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=

survival) and survminer (https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=

survminer). The grouping of samples in dataset TARGET-OS was

almost the same, except that the immune metagenes were replaced by

C1Q+ TAMmarkers with a fold change larger than 0.25. Based on the

normalized expression matrix, immune scores across OS specimens

from the GSE21257 dataset were estimated using single-sample gene

set enrichment analysis (ssGSEA). This algorithm infers the overall

infiltration levels of immune cells in tumor tissues using gene

expression signatures. The Kaplan–Meier overall survival curves
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were examined between groups, and the prognosis was compared by

log-rank test.
2.3 Differential expression analysis,
functional enrichment analysis, and gene set
enrichment analysis

The limma, edgeR, andDESeq2 packages were applied for differential

expression analysis (27–29). |Fold change (FC)| > 1.5 and adjusted

p < 0.05 were set as the criteria of differentially expressed gene (DEG)

identification. The enrichment analysis of DEGs was carried out via the

clusterProfiler package, including Gene Ontology (GO) (30). Terms with

adjusted p < 0.05 were significantly enriched. Gene set enrichment

analysis (GSEA) evaluates microarray data at the level of gene sets. The

DEGs identified from GSE21257 were used as the gene sets (30).
2.4 Single-cell data processing

Single-cell dataset GSE152048 was processed with the Seurat

package (version 4.1.0; http://satijalab.org/seurat/). Each of the 11

samples generated a Seurat object by function Read10×. Next, we

filtered out the cells with less than 300 expressed genes or with

mitochondrial gene expression accounting for more than 10% of total

expressed genes. The top 3,000 highly variable genes were picked up

for the principal component analysis. Further, the doublets in each

Seurat object were cleared out by the DoubletFinder package (version
Frontiers in Immunology 03
2.0.3) (31). We integrated the 11 Seurat objects into one combined

Seurat object by base function merge(). The batch effects were

removed by the Harmony package (version 1.0). Functions

FindNeighbors(x, reduction = “harmony”), FindClusters(x,

resolution = 0.1), and FindAllMarkers(x) were applied to the cell

clustering and cluster annotation. Fold change (FC) > 0.25 and

adjusted p < 0.05 were set as the criteria of DEGs or markers

between cell groups. 2D maps of the identified clusters were

generated with the distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding or

Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection method. A similar

procedure was applied during the subclustering analysis.
2.5 Cell–cell communication analysis with
CellPhoneDB 2

CellPhoneDB 2 is a repository of ligand–receptor complexes and

a statistical tool to predict the cell-type specificity of cell–cell

communication via molecular interactions (32). The repository

includes subunit architecture for both ligands and receptors, to

accurately represent heteromeric complexes. We used CellPhoneDB

2 to calculate the interaction pairs between C1Q+ TAMs and the rest

of the 13 clusters that gained after clustering and subclustering.

Interaction pairs with a p-value less than 0.05 returned by

CellPhoneDB 2 were picked up to draw an interaction bubble plot.

CellPhoneDB 2 was used in the python 3.7 environment; the rest

of the analysis was presented using R version 4.1.2 (http://www.R-

project.org) and its appropriate packages.
FIGURE 1

Workflow of this research.
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3 Results

3.1 High-immune infiltrated group showed a
better prognosis in osteosarcoma

After clustering, 40 and 13 samples of dataset GSE21257 were

divided into high- and low-immune infiltrated groups, respectively

(Figure 2A). Then, we calculated the immune infiltration scores of

these two groups by ssGSEA. The high-immune infiltrated group

indeed showed a higher immune cell score, but it is kind of strange

that all kinds of immune cell scores were lower in the low-immune

infiltrated group (Figure 2B); especially, the low-immune infiltrated

group indeed showed some highly expressed genes. Maybe it was one

kind of immune cell that caused the highly expressed genes in both

two groups. The high-immune infiltrated group had a better

prognosis (Figure 2C). We performed a similar analysis progress,

dividing samples and then calculating the immune scores using

ssGSEA, on GSE32981 (Figure S1). There were 20 and 3 samples in

GSE32981 that were divided into high- and low- immune infiltrated

groups (Figure S1A). The high-immune infiltration group also

showed a higher immune score (Figure S1B). A step further, DEGs

between high-and low-immune infiltrated groups were respectively

collected in datasets GSE21257 and GSE32981. The high-immune
Frontiers in Immunology 04
infiltrated group of GSE21257 got 146 higher expressed genes and 261

lower expressed genes. As for GSE32981, it got 110 higher expressed

genes and 14 lower expressed genes. In a total of 240 higher expressed

genes, 34 overlapped genes were picked up. We found no

intersections between 275 lower expressed genes. Moreover, just

like the survival plot depending on immune-related grouping,

almost all of these 34 genes were bound up with better overall

survival (Figures 2F, S2). GO biological process enrichment showed

that those 34 gene genes were involved in the process of leukocyte and

T-cell proliferation (Figure 2D). Further GSEA of DEG analyses

showed the hallmarks of complement signaling, cytokine−cytokine

receptor interaction, osteoclast differentiation, phagocytosis, and viral

protein interaction with cytokine and cytokine receptor were highly

enriched (Figure 2E).
3.2 Macrophages are the main immune cell
population in osteosarcoma

To explore the source of higher expressed genes, we analyzed the

cell population of OS with the single-cell sequencing dataset

GSE152048. After initial quality control assessment and doublet

removal, we obtained single-cell transcriptomes from a total of
A B

D E

F

C

FIGURE 2

The overview of analyzing GSE21257. (A) There were 53 examples clustered into two groups by immune metagenes. (B) The score of 28 kinds of
immune cells calculated by ssGSEA. The 53 examples were ordered by their immune groups instead of getting clustered. (C) The survival plot of high-
and low- immune infiltrated groups. (D) Biological process enrichment of the 34 overlapped DEGs. (E) GSEA of the 34 overlapped genes; the top 5 terms
were selected. All p-values are 1e-10, and all p.adjust are 1.447826e-09. (F) The survival plot of overlapped genes.
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99,668 cells. These cells were clustered into nine groups. They are as

follows: (0) 37,939 OS cells highly express SPP1, COL2A1, SOX9, and

ACAN; (1) 21,067 myeloid cells highly express CD74, CD14, and

FCGR3A; (2) 13,667 fibroblasts highly express COL1A1 and LUM; (3)

8,089 TILs including T and NK cells highly express IL7R, CD3D, and

NKG7; (4) 7,699 proliferating OS cells highly express TOP2A, PCNA,

andMKI67; (5) 7,307 osteoclasts highly expressMMP9 and CTSK; (6)

3,646 endothelial cells highly express vWF, (7) 129 FABP4+

macrophages highly express FCGR3A and FABP4; and (8) 125

myoblasts highly express MYPL (Figures 3A–D). The violin plots

show the expression level of one representative marker gene of each

cell group, sequentially, except C1QA. It is more convenient to

compare the expression of markers by dot plot (Figures 3B, C).

COL1A1, a marker of fibroblasts and OS cells, is mainly expressed in

fibroblasts and also in OS cells. In addition, ACAN is mainly

expressed in OS cells but also in fibroblasts. First, seven clusters are

distributed evenly among 11 patients (Figure 3D). The FABP4+

macrophage group and myoblast group, with very little cell
Frontiers in Immunology 05
number, consist mainly of cells in sample BC17. It is worth noting

that the FABP4+ macrophages have an unusually high number of

detected genes. We also calculated the DEGs in each cell group and

the GO terms these genes enriched (Table S1). The markers in

myeloid cells were enriched in immune response, myeloid cell

activation, and myeloid cell differentiation (Table S2). We tried to

match the 34 higher expressed DEGs to the certain cell groups

identified here. The dot plot showed that these genes were largely

expressed by myeloid cells and FABP4+ macrophages (Figure 3E).
3.3 C1QA and other overlapped DEGs were
mainly expressed by C1Q+ TAMs

As DEGs were expressed by myeloid cells and FABP4+

macrophages, we took the myeloid cell group to a subcluster

analysis similar to the previous step. Myeloid cells were divided

into nine clusters when the resolution was set as 0.5. We identified
A B

D

E

C

FIGURE 3

Single-cell transcriptomic analysis reveals the transcriptome of cells in the microenvironment of OS. (A) The t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding
(t-SNE) plot of the nine identified main cell types in OS lesions. (B) Violin plots showed the normalized expression levels of eight representative canonical
markers across the nine clusters. (C) Representative marker expression in nine clusters of cells. Dot size indicates the proportion of cells expressing
markers. Dot color shows the average expression level of the markers. (D) Distribution of the nine clusters among 11 patients with OS. (E) Dot plot of the
34 overlapped DEGs showing their expressing proportion and level among nine clusters.
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six cell groups from the nine clusters (Figures 4A–D). They are (1)

9,601 C1Q+ TAMs with high C1Q expression in clusters 0 and 1; (2)

3,516 monocytes with low C1Q expression and high G0S2 and S100A9

expression in cluster 2; (3) 1,072 C1Q+ osteoclasts with high C1Q,

MMP9, and CTSK expression in cluster 5; (4) 609 C1Q+ fibroblasts

with high C1Q, COL1A1, and LUM expression in cluster 7; (5) 79

FABP4+ macrophages with high FABP4 expression in cluster 8; and

(6) 7,418 unknown cells in clusters 3, 4, and 6 (Figures 4A–D). The

violin plot shows that CD14, CD74, and C1Q are expressed in all

groups (Figure 4B). C1Q expresses the highest in C1Q+ TAMs and

lower in monocytes and C1Q+ osteoclasts (Figure 4C, Table S3).

Osteoclasts and fibroblasts identified previously barely express C1Q

(Figure 3B). Then, we call these two groups of cells C1Q+ fibroblasts

and C1Q+ osteoclasts since they express both C1Q and individual
Frontiers in Immunology 06
markers. They can also be special kinds of macrophages. The

unknown cells have inconspicuous markers with a low fold change

and uncertain gene ontology biological process (Tables S3, 4). The

FABP4+ macrophages came from all 11 patients, a very small amount

of which came from BC17 (Figure 4D). Figure 3D shows that the

FABP4+ macrophage group mainly came from BC17. We consider

that the two FABP4+ macrophage groups identified in twice

clustering are the same. We compared marker genes of these cell

groups and 34 DEGs obtained previously. There are 15 DEGs

including C1QA found to be C1Q+ TAM markers Figure 4E,

Table S3, 6 DEGs found to be monocyte markers. The GO

enrichment of C1Q+ macrophage markers showed antigen

processing and presentation and neutrophil activation (Figure 4F).

We also set other cell groups to the GO analysis (Table S4).
A

B D

E F

C

FIGURE 4

Myeloid cells subclustered and DEGs combined with these six cell groups. (A) The t-SNE plot of the nine identified clusters or six cell groups. (B) Violin
plots showed the normalized expression levels of representative markers across the six cell groups (C) Representative markers expression in six cell
groups. Dot size and color delivered the same meaning as the previous dot plot (D) Distribution of the nine clusters among 11 patients with OS. (E) Dot
plot of the overlapped DEGs, which represented as C1Q+ TAM markers. The plot showed expressing proportion and level among six cell groups of these
DEGs. (F) Biological process enrichment of C1Q+ TAM markers.
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3.4 C1Q+ TAM markers were better
prognosis related and highly co-expressed

C1Q+ TAMs have 219 markers, we found that 5 of 10 top markers

with the highest fold change were related to a better prognosis. They are

C1QA, C1QB, FOLR2, LGMN, and APOE (Figure 5A). Similarly, we

divided examples of dataset TARGET-OS into two groups by the result

of the hierarchical cluster using the highly expressed markers of C1Q+

TAMs (Figure 5B). Moreover, the group with high C1Q+ macrophage

marker expression showed a better overall survival (Figure 5C), which

indicated that C1Q+ TAM infiltration plays an antitumor role. We

calculated the co-expression coefficients between the 219 markers. We

select C1QA, C1QB, and C1QC as a benchmark. The correlation

coefficients among the three were 0.97, 0.97, and 0.98 in dataset

TARGET-OS. In C1Q+ TAMs, it was 0.44. However, when we

separated these C1Q+ TAMs by patients, the correlation coefficients
Frontiers in Immunology 07
of C1Q+ TAM markers from each patient evenly vary between 0.5 and

0.8 except BC2, BC3, and BC5 (Table S5). The difference could come

from the heterogeneity of different patients’ TAMs and also the gene

co-expressed between C1Q+ TAMs and other cells since other myeloid

cells also express C1QA/B/C. We calculated the coefficients of the TAM

markers for each patient, picked up the obvious co-expression genes,

and drew the mean coefficients by Cytoscape (Figure 5D, Table S6).

CD74, HLA-D, complement1, and apolipoprotein took the dominant

role. Furthermore, we explored the cell–cell interactions and the

ligand–receptor pairs between C1Q+ TAMs and other cell groups

gained from the first clustering and subclustering (Figure 5E). Cell–

cell interaction analysis by cellphone showed that C1Q+ TAMs mostly

acted on endothelial cells. The ligand–receptor pairs are CCL2/CCL8-

ACKR1, CXCL1/5/8-ACKR1, VEGFA-KDR/FLT1, TNF-FLT4, and

CCR1–CCL14. We noticed that C1Q+ TAMs express higher CCL2

and lower VEGFA and CXCL8 (Table S3).
A

B

D

E

C

FIGURE 5

Overview of analyzing C1Q+ TAMs group and its marker. (A) The survival plots of C1QA, C1QB, FOLR2, LGMN, and APOE. (B) Cluster 88 examples in
TARGET-OS into two groups by C1Q+ TAM markers with a fold change larger than 0.25. (C) The survival plot of high- and low- C1Q+ TAM infiltration
groups. (D) The co-expression among C1Q+ TAM markers. The larger co-expression coefficient gets redder and wider lines. (E) Bubble plots show
ligand–receptor pairs between C1Q+ TAMs and other cell groups.
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4 Discussion

The authors of dataset GSE21257 found that TAMs were

associated with reduced metastasis and longer survival in high-

grade osteosarcoma (33). We had similar findings, combining bulk

datasets with a single-cell dataset. We reported more details about

these TAMs in OS. Unlike many other kinds of tumors (15), we found

that higher expressed C1Q was related to a better prognosis and the

C1Q+ TAMs in OS were identified as an antitumor factor.

In the analysis of bulk datasets GSE21275 and GSE32981, we

divided the examples into high- and low- immune infiltrated groups

according to their hierarchical cluster results. Although the high-

immune infiltrated groups showed that no kind of immune cell was

lower infiltrated compared to the low-immune infiltrated groups, it

showed better overall survival. Moreover, most of the DEGs were

related to a better prognosis. These results portrayed an antitumor

image of immune infiltration in OS. Next, we tried to identify

immune components that play the most important role in the

OS TME.

In order to minimize the error caused by the analysis method, we

performed the differential expressing twice more using R packages

edgeR and DESeq2 (Figure S3). We also mapped these DEGs in

GSE152048 (Figure S4). They were mostly expressed by myeloid cells

and C1Q+ TAMs. Then, we thought that the difference of the

immune microenvironment is mainly caused by C1Q+ TAMs.

The analysis of GSE152048 showed that TAMs were the main

immune cell population in OS. Further research showed that the

DEGs gained from bulk datasets were enriched in C1Q+ TAMs, the

markers of C1Q+ TAMs were related to a better prognosis, and

the infiltration of C1Q+ TAMs went with better overall survival.

These results indicated strongly that C1Q+ TAMs were just the main

immune cell population against OS.

Although C1Q is regarded as a cancer-promoting factor (20), it

has multiple regulatory effects on the immune system including

inflammation and repair progress (18). C1Q could function as a

pattern recognition receptor to opsonize apoptotic cells and

extracellular vesicles. The extracellular vesicle-combined C1Q

induces IL-10 and TGF-b production in macrophages (24).

Moreover, IL-10 and TGF-b are known as immunosuppressive

mediators and tumor promoters (34, 35). High-mobility group box

1 (HMGB1) and HMGB1 plus C1Q can respectively regulate

inflammatory macrophage polarization. HMGB1 plus C1Q induced

an anti-inflammatory phenotype by inhibiting IRF5, a regulator of

pro-inflammatory macrophage polarization (36), when HMGB1

singly induced a pro-inflammatory phenotype by upregulating IRF5

(37). As the trigger of the classical pathway of complement, C1 can

produce C3a and C5a through cascade reaction. C3a and C5a can

modulate the immune microenvironment toward a pro-tumor or

antitumor response. Tumor type and local concentrations of the

anaphylatoxins matter in this regulation (38).

Some research depicted the possible ways that C1Q+ TAMs

promote or limit tumors. In colorectal cancer, the RNA N+6-

methyladenosine (m6A) program can regulate C1Q+ TAMs, which

express multiple immunomodulatory ligands to modulate tumor-

infiltrating CD8+ T cells. A low METTL14-m+6A level induces high

levels of EBI3, a cytokine subunit, and finally leads to dysfunctional
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T cells (25). In clear-cell renal cell carcinoma, high densities of

C1Q-producing TAMs contributed to the immunosuppressed

microenvironment, in which a high expression of immune

checkpoints was detected (39).

TAMs with different phenotypes could exert conversely on OS.

M1 induced by interferon g could secrete HSPA1L to promote OS cell

apoptosis via IRAK1 and IRAK4 in vitro. HSPA1L can be upregulated

by LGALS3BP secreted by OS cells binding to LGALS3 on M1 (40).

M1 was thought to produce iNOS, oxygen intermediates, colony-

stimulating factors, tumor necrosis factors, and interleukins to

promote inflammation and to suppress OS. However, specific

blockage of cytokines, nitric oxide, or reactive oxygen species did

not inhibit the antitumor effect (41). M1 markers were found to

enrich at the tumor interface region, whereas M2 markers were found

to present throughout the whole tumor in OS pulmonary metastases

(7). M2 could be recruited by IL34 and promote osteosarcoma growth

(42). IL10-polarized M2 could suppress OS in the presence of the

anti-EGFR cetuximab (41). M2 enhanced metastasis of OS cells to the

lungs in mice, and all-trans retinoic acid inhibited this metastasis via

inhibiting the M2 polarization (43). GNG12 was a highly effective

biomarker for osteosarcoma; high GNG12 related to a better

prognosis and lower M1 and M2 scores (44). the Rab22a-NeoF1

fusion protein promotes M2 polarization by activating STAT3 and

subsequently facilitates lung metastases (45). In lung metastases, M2

correlated with curtailed patient survival could be induced by

exosomes (4). Systemic administration of PLX3397, a CSF1R

inhibitor, significantly suppressed the primary tumor growth and

lung metastasis. After treatment, both M1 and M2 were depleted and

the infiltration of CD8+T cells increased (46). Especially, CD163+

TAMs were reported to be crucial better prognostic biomarkers in OS

(47). CD163 was also a marker of C1Q+ TAMs (Table S3). We tried to

find if there was a certain subtype of TAMs such as M1 and M2

among the C1Q+ TAMs as previous research summarized several

conditions of macrophages and their markers (48–50). The difference

in the direction of polarization macrophages has long been found, but

we could not identify subclusters from C1Q+ TAMs; the markers of

M1 and M2 did not show an obvious difference among them (Figure

S5). Combined with the findings in bulk data, the samples were

grouped according to immune-related genes, and then the immune

cells of the two groups were scored. There were no immune cells with

a high score in the low-immune infiltrated group. These genes include

antitumor and pro-tumor genes, and cells also include antitumor and

pro-tumor cells. If there were enough tumor-suppressor immune cells

except TAMs in OS, the low-immune infiltrated group should have at

least one main immune cell with high score. Bulk data suggest that

immunosuppressive cells in OS are not easy to be observed. In the

single-cell dataset, the classical M2 macrophages and M1

macrophages could not be clearly distinguished. There might be

only one major immune cell in OS. They are C1Q+ TAMs, which

suppress tumors. We noticed that some other researchers had worked

on the TAM population in human breast cancer, which was defined

by APOE, APOC, and C1Q expression. They found that a subset of

FOLR2+ TAMs correlates with increased survival in patients with

breast cancer. The C1Q+ TAMs and FLOR2+ TAMs described by our

research and Nalio Ramos et al. are very similar. Both of them are

defined by markers such as APOE, FLOR2, CCL18, F13A1, MRC1,
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SLC40A1, and SELENOP (SEPP1) (17). They described FOLR2+

TAMs as tissue-resident macrophages, whereas they failed to

recognize M1- or M2-polarized macrophages in their dataset.

We tried to explain the tumor-limiting function of C1Q+TAMs

by cell–cell interaction. Cellphone analysis suggested that C1Q+

TAMs act mainly on endothelial cells by the ACKR1-related

pathway (Figure 5E). ACKR1 or DARC is a receptor for

chemokines on erythrocytes and endothelial cells. It is not clear

how ACKR1 expression contributes to the development and

outcome of human diseases. At first, ACKR1 was regarded as a

neutralizer of chemokine instead of a signal transmitter, but now it

is reported that chemokines retain their biological activity after

binding to DARC [spice] (51, 52). When overexpressed in

endothelial cells, ACKR1 decreased the pro-angiogenic properties of

chemokines (53). Further research about the interaction between

TAMs and endothelial cells is required.

Some other subclusters of myeloid cells are also worth paying

attention. We detected FABP4+ macrophages just like previous

authors did (54). They have a small amount of 208 cells. The mean

number of detected genes of these FABP4+ macrophages roared over

3,000, whereas the mean number of the rest was lower than 2,000. We

thought that these cells were homologous doublets. The subcluster

monocytes highly expressed S100A8 and S100A9. S100A8 and

S100A9, molecular markers promoting pre-metastatic niche

formation, can cause an expansion of myeloid-derived suppressor

cells, thereby contributing to an immunocompromise (55, 56). There

were 1,072 myeloid cells identified as C1Q+ osteoclasts, whereas there

were 7,307 normal osteoclasts. Osteoclasts are multinucleated

members of the monocyte/macrophage family, working as skeletal

remodelers. OS cells mediated bone destruction by activated

osteoclasts and obtained higher OS aggressiveness (57). However, in

advanced OS, osteoclasts were proved to prevent metastatic

osteosarcomas (58). Osteoclasts can secrete C1Q just like Kupffer

cells in the liver and microglia in the brain. In turn, C1Q strongly

promotes osteoclasts derived from monocytes (59). We noticed that

there were CD74+LUM+C1Q+ cells. It might be a distinct TAM-

induced extracellular matrix molecular signature (19). In the

orthotopic colorectal cancer model, monocyte-derived TAMs

promote tumor development by remodeling its extracellular matrix

composition and structure (19).
5 Conclusion

This analysis revealed that a higher immune infiltration level

improves the overall survival of OS patients and most of the high

expression of immune infiltration-related genes links to better

survival. Especially, we report C1Q as an antitumor factor in

osteosarcoma. C1Q+ TAMs, marked by high C1QA/B/C, APOE/C,

FLOR2, SLC40A1, SEPP1, and MRC1 expression, contribute to a

better prognosis in OS patients. C1Q+ TAMs are the major immune

cells in the OS TME. This study provided the image of how immune

cells influence prognosis in osteosarcoma and C1Q+ TAMs that can

be therapeutic target cells to improve the osteosarcoma treatment.
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